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Prevented Planting Problem Solving
Prevented planting: if you are a farmer
chances are you got a taste of it this yearweather conditions so extreme that .
Prevented planting deadlines have come
and gone by now, with corn needing to be
in the ground by June 5th and soybeans by
June 15th. So what will you do with your
unplanted ground?

This Month by
the Numbers
3 GWW contracts
1 Filter Strip
Contract

3 Septic

Replacements

1 Septic Inspection
David Comeau is the Watershed
Coordinator at the Barry Conservation
District and he writes about local water
quality issues. He may be contacted for
more information on his project or for
assistance by email at
david.comeau@macd.org or by calling
269-908-4099

It may be even more important to actively
manage your ground that didn’t get planted
this year. Cover crop usage is on the rise
and if you have been on the fence, now
may be the time to give them a try.
Benefits of cover crops are numerous: they
build soil health, help water permeate into
the ground, stop erosion by holding soil in
place, and keep weeds down. A few
precautions to be aware of if you are
contemplating planting cover crops: we
will see a shortage of seed this year, so
make a decision sooner rather than later to
ensure you can get the species you want
and be sure to check guidelines regarding
harvest and grazing times. The most recent
info is that you can harvest/graze cover
crops anytime after September 1st and still
receive your Prevented Plant payment.
Cost-share is currently available to assist
farmers in planting cover crops: a special
enrollment was approved through NRCS’s
EQIP program. You can fill out an
application with your local NRCS office
but do it soon as funding will be limited
and there is a selection process.
Make the most of unplanted acres by
getting in-field projects done that normally
wouldn’t be accessible this time of year if
they were planted.

Reshape failed grassed waterways to
get them functioning properly or install
new grassed waterways in areas with
consistent gullying.
There are funds available to help with
installation costs and you can receive a
rental payment on that ground through
CRP. Install filter strips along drains
and streams to protect your water
quality, reduce erosion and stop the
loss of topsoil and nutrients.
Enrollment is open for CRP on filter
strips as well. Install or fix failed tile
drainage to help manage water in your
fields in future years. When doing
tiling, consider tile drainage control
structures to help manage the loss of
nutrients and also give yourself the
ability to manage water levels in your
fields.
As a reminder, you can’t till out
moisture, be careful about tillage on
wet ground. Getting on wet fields too
soon will result in compaction and
potentially stuck or damaged
equipment. It is very important to keep
actively managing your ground, as one
off year can have lasting impacts on
fertility and weed management. If you
are in certain sub-watersheds of the
Thornapple, you may qualify for
additional funding for practices
through the Barry Conservation
District. Contact your Watershed
Coordinator David to see if you are
eligible.

